
Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G800 - Grandeur Cool White
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G800

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 1 of 75



Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G801 - Grandeur Black
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G801

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G802 - Grandeur White
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G802

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G804 - Grandeur Champagne
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G804

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G805 - Grandeur Pale Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G805

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G807 - Grandeur Lite Purple
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G807

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G808 - Grandeur Medium Purple
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G808

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G809 - Grandeur Dark Purple
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G809

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G811 - Grandeur Lavender
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G811

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G812 - Grandeur Dark Lavender
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G812

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G813 - Grandeur Rose Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G813

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G814 - Grandeur Rose
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G814

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G815 - Grandeur Flesh
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G815

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G816 - Grandeur Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G816

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G817 - Grandeur Pumpkin
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G817

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G818 - Grandeur Peach
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G818

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G819 - Grandeur Coral
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G819

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G820 - Grandeur Ruby Red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G820

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G821 - Grandeur Medium Red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G821

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G823 - Grandeur Lite Antique Mauve
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G823

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G824 - Grandeur Antique Mauve
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G824

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G826 - Grandeur Burgundy
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G826

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G827 - Grandeur Dark Burgundy
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G827

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G828 - Grandeur Lite Christmas Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G828

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G829 - Grandeur Christmas Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G829

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G830 - Grandeur Lite Sea Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G830

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G831 - Grandeur Forest Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G831

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G832 - Grandeur Dark Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G832

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G837 - Grandeur Sea Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G837

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G838 - Grandeur Dark Sea Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G838

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G840 - Grandeur Camel
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G840

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G841 - Grandeur Butterscotch
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G841

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G845 - Grandeur Dark Dusty Rose
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G845

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G851 - Grandeur Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G851

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G853 - Grandeur Dark Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G853

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G855 - Grandeur Blue Blush
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G855

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G857 - Grandeur Navy Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G857

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G859 - Grandeur Indigo Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G859

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G860 - Grandeur Lite Sky Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G860

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G862 - Grandeur Dark Wedgewood
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G862

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G864 - Grandeur Dark Periwinkle
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G864

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G867 - Grandeur Baby Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G867

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G869 - Grandeur Dark Green Aqua
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G869

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G877 - Grandeur Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G877

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G878 - Grandeur Maize
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G878

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G879 - Grandeur Pale Yellow
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G879

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G880 - Grandeur Teal
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G880

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G882 - Grandeur Lite Periwinkle
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G882

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G883 - Grandeur Very Pale Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G883

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G884 - Grandeur Baby Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G884

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G886 - Grandeur Deep Rose Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G886

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G887 - Grandeur Rust
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G887

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G889 - Grandeur Dark Gray
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G889

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G892 - Grandeur Lite Taupe
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G892

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G893 - Grandeur Taupe
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G893

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G899 - Grandeur Dark Ecru
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G899

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G901 - Grandeur Pale Golden Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G901

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G902 - Grandeur Lite Golden Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G902

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G905 - Grandeur Lite Pistachio Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G905

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G906 - Grandeur Medium Pistachio Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G906

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G907 - Grandeur Dark Pistachio Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G907

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G909 - Grandeur Golden Rod
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G909

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G910 - Grandeur Orange
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G910

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G911 - Grandeur Christmas Red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G911

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G913 - Grandeur Shell Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G913

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G916 - Grandeur Dark Antique Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G916

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G924 - Grandeur Peach Flesh
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G924

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G930 - Grandeur Lite Pearl Gray
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G930

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G932 - Grandeur Lite Blue Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G932

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G933 - Grandeur Golden Yellow
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G933

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G935 - Grandeur Lite Amethyst
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G935

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G936 - Grandeur Medium Amethyst
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G936

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G941 - Grandeur Medium Sea Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G941

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G953 - Grandeur Medium Antique Mauve
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G953

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Grandeur

G961 - Grandeur Cream
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-G961

Grandeur is dye matched to many of the Splendor
colors. It also matches all colors of the thinner weight
Elegance and the #12 pearl silk, Subtlety. It is a
twisted silk that is about the size of a #5 pearl. It is a
very strong fiber that will loose its shine if you use too
long of a piece. It is soft and will spread a little on the
canvas to give excellent coverage. Maintain the twist
as you stitch so that the Grandeur does not untwist
and give a flat appearance.
10 yards.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.74 (incl. VAT)
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